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Innovations in banking

Today, bank customers increasingly use new banking technologies, from 
which we can conclude that for further development of the bank and attract
ing customers to the bank, and also for successful competitive struggle on the 
market resources, the bank needs to develop new technologies. In this article 
we considered the concepts of banking innovation and also the different in
terpretations of this concept. Range of financial services expands every year, 
there are always new kinds of products and services on the market. This factor 
increased the competition between credit institutions for each client. There
fore, each bank builds its own relations with the client, based on the principles 
of partnership. Thus, credit institutions not only care about preserving, but also 
the increase of capital of its clients by continuously offering new products and 
services that contribute to the development of business activity of the people. 
Under the influence of many economic and social factors banking products 
and services are evolving. The article also describes issues and recommenda
tions for improvement of innovative banking products.

Key words: banking innovations, classification of banking products, 
banking products, banking services.
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Бaнк сaлaсындaғы  
ин новaциялaр

Қaзір гі тaңдa, бaнк клиент те рі күн ненкүн ге кө бі рек жaңa бaнк
тік тех но ло гиялaрды пaйдaлaнып ке ле ді, бұдaн шығaтын қо ры тын
ды, бaнк тің әрі қaрaй дaмуы үшін жә не бaнк клиент те рін қы зық
ты ру үшін, со ны мен қaтaр ре сурс нaры ғындa тaбыс ты бә се ке лес тік 
кү рес үшін бaнк жaңa тех но ло гиялaрды дaмы ту ке рек. Осы мaқaлa 
шең бе рін де бaнк тік ин новaция лық ұғым жә не осы ұғым турaлы әр 
түр лі тү сі нік тер қaрaсты рылaды. Қaржы лық қыз мет көр се ту спект рі 
жыл сa йын  ке ңе йіп  ке ле ді, яғ ни нaрықтa үне мі жaңa өнім жә не жaңa 
қыз мет түр ле рі шы ғып отырaды. Не сиелік ұйымдaр aрaсындaғы әр 
клиент үшін шиеле ніс кен бә се ке лес тік кү рес үшін осы фaктор қыз
мет ете ді. Сон дықтaн әр бір бaнк се рік тес тік қaғидaлaрынa сүйене 
оты рып, клиент пен қaрымқaтынaс құрaды. Осылaйшa, хaлық тың 
іс кер лік бел сен ді лі гін дaмы ту үшін үне мі жaңa өнім мен қыз мет тер
ді ұсы ну жо лы aрқы лы не сиелік ұйымдaр сaқтaу қaмқор лы ғын ғaнa 
емес, со ны мен қaтaр өз де рі нің клиент те рі нің кaпитaлы ның кө беюін 
де қaмқор лыққa aлғaн. Көп те ген эко но микaлық жә не әлеу мет тік 
фaкторлaрдың әсе рі нен бaнк тік өнім дер мен қыз мет тер дің эво лю
циясы жү ре ді. Мaқaлaдa сондaйaқ, ин новaция лық бaнк тік өнім дер ді 
же тіл ді ру ұсы ны сы жә не мә се ле ле рі сипaттaлaды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: бaнк тік ин новaциялaр,  бaнк тік ин новaциялaр 
клaсси фикaциясы; бaнк тік өнім, бaнк тік қыз мет көр се ту.

Сaдыхaновa Д.A., 
 Үш кем пі ровa Г.Ж.

Ин новaции в бaнковс кой  
сфе ре

Нa се год няш ний день клиен ты бaнкa всё боль ше и боль ше поль
зуют ся но вы ми бaнковс ки ми тех но ло гиями, из че го мож но сделaть 
вы вод, что для дaль ней ше го рaзви тия бaнкa и прив ле че ния в бaнк 
клиен тов, a тaкже для ус пеш ной кон ку ре нт ной борь бы нa рын ке ре
сур сов бaнк дол жен рaзвивaть но вые тех но ло гии. В рaмкaх дaнной 
стaтьи рaссмaтривaют ся по ня тия бaнковс ких ин новaций, рaзлич ные 
трaктов ки дaнно го по ня тия. Спектр финaнсо вых ус луг еже год но 
рaсши ряет ся, нa рын ке пос тоян но появ ляют ся но вые ви ды про дук
тов и ус луг. Дaнный фaктор слу жит обост ре нием кон ку ре нт ной борь
бы меж ду кре дит ны ми оргa низaциями зa кaждо го клиентa. Поэто му 
кaждый бaнк ст роит свои от но ше ния с клиен том, опирaясь нa прин
ци пы пaрт нерс твa. Тaким обрaзом, кре дит ные оргa низaции не толь ко 
зaбо тят ся о сохрaне нии, но тaкже и о приум но же нии кaпитaлa своих 
клиен тов пу тем пос тоян но го пред ло же ния но вых про дук тов и ус луг, 
ко то рые спо со бс твуют рaзви тию де ло вой aктив нос ти нaсе ле ния. Под 
влия нием мно гих эко но ми чес ких и со циaль ных фaкто ров проис хо дит 
эво лю ция бaнковс ких про дук тов и ус луг. В стaтье тaкже опи сывaют ся 
проб ле мы и дaны ре ко мендaции по со вер шенст вовa нию ин новaцион
ных бaнковс ких про дук тов. 

Клю че вые словa: бaнковс кие ин новa ции, клaсси фикaция бaнковс
ких ин новaций, бaнковс кий про дукт, бaнковскaя ус лугa. 
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INNOVATIONS  
IN BANKING

In the current economic conditions, the relevant issue of the 
banking system is the com�etitiveness. One of the main factors 
of successful banking is the �olicy of continued innovations. �his 
statement derives from certain assum�tions that characterize existing 
currently the situation of the economy:

– firstly, relations of banks with clients are based on �artnershi�;
– the second cause of the emergence of new ty�es of banking 

services is com�etition between banking institutions in the conditions 
of market relations;

– the third reason is the ex�ensive develo�ment of new banking 
technologies.

However, innovations in the banking business include not only 
technical or technological develo�ment, but also the introduction of 
new business forms, new ways of working in the market of new 
�roducts and services, new financial instruments.

�he President of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan Nursultan 
Nazarbayev in his annual address to the �eo�le of Kazakhstan 
“�hrough crisis to renewal and develo�ment” noted that “des�ite the 
global crisis, the difficulties ex�erienced by us during this �eriod, 
we cannot afford to focus entirely on their decision. Our future 
de�ends on further economic modernization and the develo�ment of 
basic infrastructure. Following its strategic choice, we consistently 
continue our work in those sectors of the economy, where we can be 
really com�etitive and occu�y niches in foreign markets” [1].

In our o�inion, it’s a real talk about the banking sector, given 
that in the �re-crisis time the largest banks in the country reached the 
level of international com�etition, came into the com�etition with 
foreign banks, which �resent in the CIS markets.

In modern conditions of develo�ment of Kazakhstani economy, 
the strengthening of the banking system is the most im�ortant 
condition. However, the use of banks for innovative develo�ment 
and economic growth requires increasing the role of the state. �he 
state of the banking system is characterized as �ost-crisis ada�tation 
to modern economic conditions of functioning. Currently, we 
have the stable and successful �rocess of recovery of volumetric 
(quantitative and qualitative) indicators of banking activities.

Modern banking system of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan is a 
diverse field of services to its customers from traditional de�osit-
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loan and cash transactions, which determine the 
basis of banking, to the latest forms of monetary and 
financial instruments used by banking institutions.

As of 01.01.2016, in Kazakhstan, according 
to the National Bank, the banking sector was 

re�resented by 35 second tier banks, 16 of them 
banks with foreign �artici�ation, including 
13 subsidiary banks. �he following table can 
briefly describe the structure of the banking 
sector [2].

Table 1 – �he structure of the RK banking sector

�he structure of the banking sector 01.01.2015 01.01.2016

�he number of second-tier banks, including: 38 35

– banks with 100% state �artici�ation in the authorized ca�ital 1 1

– second-tier banks with foreign �artici�ation 16 16

– subsidiary banks of the second level 14 13

�he number of branches of banks 395 346

Note: official data of the National Bank of Kazakhstan htt�://www.afn.kz/ [3]

Currently, 5 commercial banks of the RK, 
whose assets in total make u� about 60% of the 
banking system, have received high rating “stable” 

by the leading international rating com�anies such 
as “Fitch Ratings”, “Moody’s» and «Standard and 
Poor’s”. 

Table 2 – �he concentration of the banking sector of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan

Name of indicator / date 01.01.2015 01.01.2016

�he share of 5 largest banks in total assets of the banking sector of Kazakhstan % 52,4% 59,2%

�he share of 5 largest banks in total loan �ortfolio of RK banking sector % 58,9% 63,4%

�he share of 5 largest banks in total customer de�osits of RK banking sector % 51,0% 60,6%

Note: official data of the National Bank of Kazakhstan htt�://www.afn.kz/ [3]

In accordance with the dynamically changing 
conditions every commercial bank as a full-
fledged financial market �artici�ant is forced to 
change himself, becoming the initiator of intra-
organizational innovation �rocesses.

Next, we should consider the current condition 
of the banking sector of Kazakhstan. Assets of 
second tier banks of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan as 
of 1st January 2016 are 23 784,4 billion tenge (as 
of early 2015 – 18 239,0 billion tenge), an increase 
for the year 2015 amounted to 30,4%. In the assets 
structure the largest share (60,6% of total assets) 
is the loan �ortfolio (�rinci�al debt) in the amount 
of 15 553,7 billion tenge (as of early 2015 – 14 
184,4 billion tenge), an increase for 2015 -9,7%. 

Loans to legal entities amount to 7 307,2 billion 
KZ� with the share of 47,0% of the loan �ortfolio 
(at the beginning of 2015 – 7 016.2 billion tenge 
or 49.5% of loan �ortfolio), an increase for 2015 
is 4.1%. Loans to individuals com�rise 3 872,9 
billion tenge with a share of 24.9% of the loan 
�ortfolio (at the beginning of 2015 – 3 707,9 billion 
or 26.1% of the loan �ortfolio), increasing in 2015 
to 4.4%. Consumer loans are 2 622,7 billion tenge 
with a share of 16.9 % of the loan �ortfolio (at the 
beginning of 2015 – 2 639,9 billion or 18.6% of the 
loan �ortfolio), reduction in 2015 – 0,6%. Loans 
to SMEs are 4 242.2 billion KZ� with the share 
of 27,3% of the loan �ortfolio (at the beginning of 
2015 – 3 248,1 billion or 22,9% of loan �ortfolio), 
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an increase for 2015 year is 30.6%. NPL – non-
�erforming loans (overdue more than 90 days) total 
1 236.9 billion tenge or 8.0% of the loan �ortfolio 
(at the beginning of 2015 3 340,2 billion or 23.5 �er 
cent of the loan �ortfolio). Provisions against loan 
�ortfolio amounted to 1 642,4 billion or 10,60% of 
the loan �ortfolio (at the beginning of 2015 3 569,8 
billion or 25,2% of the loan �ortfolio) [3].

Su��orting the thesis that “the national banking 
system – an attribute of statehood, a necessary 
element of economic inde�endence, �olitical 
sovereignty,” it is �ossible to highlight the key 
issues of the accelerated develo�ment of the 
national banking system of Kazakhstan, which, in 
our o�inion, are as follows:

1) the national banking system should be 
adequate not only socio-economic �olicy of the 
state, but also across the country, the needs of 
the regions in ensuring that each �erson and each 
business entity funds, extra resources for the 
develo�ment and future growth. �his correlates 
with the most im�ortant tasks set by the �rogram 
before the national banking system in im�roving 
the efficiency of financial intermediation in the 
economy of Kazakhstan, ensuring the accessibility 
of banking services throughout the territory of the 
Re�ublic of Kazakhstan;

2) the obvious need for qualitative changes in the 
develo�ment of the banking system, which means 
trans�arency, trans�arency towards customers and 
investors, introduction of advanced business models, 
new banking technologies and banking �roducts. 
�his will bring Kazakhstan’s banking system from 
lagging behind develo�ed countries to a higher 
level of develo�ment according to such indicators, 
as: bank’s ca�ital in relation to GDP, bank assets 
to GDP and loans to GDP. �hese indicators are 
currently lower than similar indicators in the EU, 
UK, USA and Ja�an;

3) �o im�lement every decision of the active 
scenario of the banking system develo�ment in 
conjunction with the develo�ment of the economy 
it is necessary to have methodological tools and 
mechanism of innovative activity of each subject of 
the banking system.

Develo�ment and im�lementation of banking 
innovations for commercial banks have become 
usual activity of commercial banks, which can be 
divided into four main stages:

Stage 1. Gathering and �rocessing information 
about the market, analysis of �otential needs for new 
banking �roducts and services.

Stage 2. Develo�ment of innovative strategy 
of banks, new �roduct conce�ts and technology 

of its introduction to the market of banking 
services (�re�aration of documents, develo�ment 
of technology for banking transactions, training 
em�loyees, determining methods of im�lementing 
the �roduct (services) in the market environment, 
the quality test of the �roduct among the customers.

Stage 3. �he organization for the �romotion of 
innovative �roduct (service), its sale to customers. 
Key success factors at this stage are: correct choice 
of �ricing �olicy, definition of goods movement, 
based on the life cycle of a banking �roduct (the 
introduction stage, the maturity stage, the decline 
stage).

Stage 4. Evaluation of the results of im�lementation 
of innovative �roducts (services) and the analysis of 
selected innovation strategies.

Banking innovations de�ending on their 
intended use acquire new characteristics. It allows to 
systematize the classification of banking innovations, 
highlighting among them: technological, scientific, 
organizational, information, communication, 
marketing, social, �sychological, service and others. 
�he entire set of banking �roducts and services that 
characterize innovation driven by the interaction 
of market �artici�ants, �romoting, selling and 
consuming innovation, which underlines their 
institutional framework.

Promotion of new banking �roducts and 
services based on the modern information and 
communication technologies �rovides a basis for 
the innovative banking business.

 New banking �roducts and services materialize 
in exact/concrete �ayment systems. Given 
instruments allow making �ayments online and at 
the same time they are the integral element of this 
�ayment system. As the new innovative electronic 
technologies develo� in the banking sector, the 
interrelations of banks and clients have also changed. 
For instance, so called distant banks or self-service 
banks began to function; financial services are 
offered via Internet. Also a client can individually 
and distantly use banking services via e-mail and 
communications via com�uter networks. 

Develo�ment of innovative retail �ayment 
instruments allows time ga� decrease between 
attraction and �lacement of resources. �his defines 
the growth rate of economy, as banking sector is an 
intermediary between the subjects, the owners of 
tem�orarily funds, and subjects, who are in need for 
these free funds. 

Foreign ex�erience, gradual transition to 
international standards and unification in the 
field of banking business organization, regional 
develo�ment of banks’ branch networks, risk-
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management, accounting, su�ervision and audit has 
a significant im�act on im�lementation of useful 
innovations in domestic banking �ractice. Just 
im�lementation of co�ying innovations defines 
an o��ortunity of su��orting banks’ com�etitive 
�osition in the domestic market; it stimulates client 
interests to offered modified �roduct lines [4].

It seems that the major directions of innovative 
develo�ment in banks of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan 
must be the following: 

– Automation of banking business-�rocesses, 
im�lementation and develo�ment of self– and 
distant service technologies and technologies of 
virtual banking �roducts;

– Im�rovement of forms and methods of 
management aimed to integrate management and 
control �rocedures in daily o�erations of banks; 
in human resources management – �rovide s�ecia-
lization of to�-managers and maximum univer-
salization of executives; integration of business-
consulting �rocedures in functions of all client 
managers of a bank;

– Structure and functional changes in bank 
divisions, which allows to �rovide a multi-channel 
services to clients;

– O�timization of regional network of domestic 
banks on the basis of realization segmentation and 
s�ecialization �rinci�les. 

Innovative transformations in domestic banking 
sector, develo�ment and im�lementation of new 
�roducts are the conditions for the full satisfaction of 
needs of cor�orate and �rivate clients, the demands 
that are the �arts of modern conce�tion of banking 
marketing, which navigates banking sector to a 
consumer. It is necessary to attribute all innovations 
in banking business �rocesses, which assists to reach 
significant effects, which is seen in income increase 
or ex�ense minimization, decrease (o�timization) of 
risks of work, gaining com�etitive advantages for a 
bank. 

World and leading domestic ex�erience 
shows that in the strong com�etitive activity 
the com�etition goes not just for gaining ca�ital 
resources and material wealth, but also for ca�ability 
of �artici�ants of �roduction �rocess in develo�ment 
and im�lementation effective innovations of 
technological, organizational and commercial 
character. 

Accelerated and large-scale develo�ment of 
new technologies leads to the �oint that in the whole 
world economic growth is more defined by that �art 
of �roduction and equi�ment, which are based on 
�rogressive knowledge and modern decisions. �oday 
continuous mastering the new technologies is one of 

the �rimary directions of develo�ment for entities 
of develo�ed countries. Essentially, innovation 
is a result of investment in designing to receive 
new knowledge, innovative idea on �eo�le’s life 
s�heres (technologies; goods; organization forms 
of socium’s existence as education, management, 
labor management, service, science, informatization 
and so on) renovation and consecutive �rocess of its 
im�lementation (�roduction), with fixed obtaining 
additional values (�rofit, sur�assing, leadershi�, 
�riority, radical im�rovement, qualitative su�eriority, 
creativity, �rogress) [4].

Choice of any strategy, as innovative, always 
means building an individual organizational-
economic mechanism, �roviding its renovation. In 
order to s�ecify aims and results of the innovative 
work, also in order to systemize a��roach to its many 
�ossible a��earances, classification of innovation is 
needed. 

Banking innovations are classified by many 
features, in our o�inion, we should allocate the 
most basic, which definitely create conce�tions of 
banking services, structuring banking market and 
growth dynamics of financial sector of the economy. 
First of all, banking �roducts can be delimited by 
reasons of origin. For this aim reactive and strategic 
innovations are highlighted [5]. 

Reactive innovations are related to conducting 
so called a defense strategy by banks, which aims 
a survival of a credit organization in the market 
and they are mainly a reaction to innovations 
of a com�etitor-bank. In this case, the bank has 
to innovate in order to survive in a com�etitive 
environment of a market. Strategic innovations 
are mainly directed to antici�ate the necessity of 
innovative transformation, their main aim is to gain 
�articular com�etitive advantages in �ers�ective. At 
the �lace of work of a commercial bank innovations 
can be divided into main and �roviders. Main 
innovations define the most im�ortant �art of the 
bank’s innovation, as its success in the market 
directly related to offer of its s�ectrum of �roducts 
and services. Inside the grou� of main innovations 
also two categories can be allocated: the actual 
�roduct innovations and market innovations. 

�he actual �roduct innovations are directly 
related to the creation of new banking �roducts, 
develo�ment of new services and also their 
�romotion in the market, for which they were made. 
Market innovations unite com�lex of activities, 
which allow realize already created �roducts in new 
markets and o�en u� new areas for use. 

Provider innovations �lay the second role, 
as they are not directly linked with the main 
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functions of the credit organization. �his grou� 
of innovations has a technological feature and 
includes innovative transformations of managing 
structure, methods of main �roductive �rocess 
organization, i.e. �rocess of rendering services and 
banking �roducts realization, and im�rovement of 
banking technologies and so on [6]. 

Innovation, itself, is effective-introductive, 
and oriented to a realization of results of scientific 
elaboration in �roducts and technological �rocesses, 
used in �ractice. 

�he im�etus for innovative transformation in the 
banking sector is s�ecificity of its develo�ment under 
the conditions of the globalization and com�etition, 
the necessity of solving contradictions between 
economic subjects (banks, su�ervisors, re�resenting 
the interests of the government, and clients).

Considering the essence of innovations in 
banking, first of all, it should be em�hasized that 
they may occur in any com�onent of the bank’s 
business �rocesses and determines useful result 
(effect) as for bank itself (income increase or cost 
minimization, risk decrease, gaining com�etitive 
advantages, leading to widening a client database, 
increase the market share), and for clients too, which 
on the basis of new quality of the �roducts can more 
fully meet their needs.

Precisely the �resence of ‘new quality’, ‘more 
attractive consumer qualities in com�arison with 
analogues’ defines the banking �roduct, or ‘more 
com�lete banking technology’ as an innovation. 
Banking �roducts with im�roved features are able 
to meet the increasing needs of the clients, and use 
of more com�lete technologies of its creation allows 
�roviding develo�ment of the delivery channels. 

Only constant im�rovement in banking can 
kee� the com�etitive advantages, and accordingly, 
�rovide sustainability of client and resource 
database, increase of ca�italization through internal 
(�rofit) and external sources. 

It seems that establishment (idea), ty�e of the 
innovation, area of its valuable use, scale of resulting 
effect (for a bank and a client) is defined by form of 
the bank’s �artici�ation in the innovative �rocess:

– Banks own innovations, i.e. banks direct 
realization an innovative �roject, develo�ment of a 
new �roduct, strategy of �romotion and so on;

– Partici�ation of the bank in the innovative 
�rocess as a �roviding structure (crediting, 
�artici�ation in the venture funds, examination of 
the �rojects, investment consulting, underwriting 
and so on), the work which aims to assist innovative 
activity of economic subjects. 

Bank’s work aiming to assist innovation of 
economic subjects, which is closely connected 
with the develo�ment and realization of its own 
banking innovations, is de�ended on it. We 
should determine that for making a mechanism of 
innovative develo�ment assistance more foreground 
is bank’s work related to rendering consultancy and 
information services, interaction with the real sector 
of the economy in a search and an examination of 
investment �rojects, facilitating the develo�ment of 
the enter�rises, sectors and regions of the country, 
search for �otential investors, and also a hel� to 
enter�rises in �re�aration and holding bonded loans.

Saying about the �ers�ectives of the innovative 
develo�ment in the banks of the Re�ublic of 
Kazakhstan, first of all, we should determine the 
necessity of transformation of target �riorities 
of activity, and also the demand of orientation on 
standards of innovative management, assuming 
continuous im�lementation new or more modern 
technologies, �roducts, organization and management 
�rocedures, methods and decisions. Only in this 
case, it is �ossible to increase ada�tability of 
banks to changes of market conjunctures and 
clients’ �references, achieving required level of 
com�etitiveness under the conditions of financial 
globalization. 
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